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Availability of transcriptome datasets for use in accelerated molecular-based breeding in Musa species is limited. Illumina
Hiseq technology was employed to determine differential gene expression between the contrasting cultivars for three
different stresses (Eumusae leaf spot –Mycosphaerella eumusae, root lesion nematode – Pratylenchus coffeae and moisture
deficit stress) under challenged and unchallenged conditions. An average of 34.72 million of reads was assembled into
*47629 contigs, and *5,466 simple sequence repeats (SSR) from each library were identified. GO annotation and KEGG
pathway analysis were carried for all the transcripts and the SSR, SNPs were also detected. Based on this information, a
MusatransSSRDB has been developed. Currently, the database consists of 32,800 SSRs with the unique information like
putative function of the SSR-containing genes and their metabolic pathway and expression profiling under various stress
conditions. This database provides information on in silico polymorphic SSRs (2830 SSRs) between the contrasting
cultivars for each stress and within stress. Information on in silico polymorphic SSRs specific to differentially expressed
genes under challenged condition for each stress can also be accessed. This database facilitates the retrieval of results by
navigating the tabs for cultivars, stress and polymorphism. This database was developed using HTML, Java and PHP;
datasets are stored in MySQL database and accessible in the public domain (http://bioinfnrcb.byethost7.com/nrcbbio/). This
unique information facilitates the banana breeder to select the SSR primers based on specific objectives. MusatransSSRDB
along with other genomics databases will facilitate the genetic dissection and breeding for complex traits in banana. Thus,
this database is a step forward in economizing cost, time, manpower and other resources.
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Abbreviations used: BLAST Basic Local Alignment Search Tool; GO gene ontology; KEGG Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes; SCTs SSR-containing transcripts; SSR simple sequence repeats

1. Introduction

Banana (Musa spp.) is one of the most important food crops
in the world, and more than 113.28 million tons of banana
and plantains were produced worldwide during 2016
(FAO2016). In many countries in Africa and Asia, it is a
major staple food crop. Despite the importance of bananas in
trade and commerce, little is known of the genetics of its
agronomically important traits (Loh et al. 2000). Banana
production is threatened by several pathogens in recent years
has brought a renewed interest in Musa breeding programs.
Although banana is vegetatively propagated and produces
parthenocarpic fruits, it has enormous diversity for fruit

characters and has different degrees of resistance to various
biotic and abiotic stresses (Atkinson and Urwin 2012). This
diversity can be exploited to improve the commercial culti-
vars through conventional breeding as some of the edible
bananas exhibit partial female fertility. Development of
banana hybrids in India (CO-1, BRS-1 and NCB-1) (Menon
et al. 2011) – Embrapa, CIRAD, NARITA and FHIA (Dela
Cruz et al. 2008) evidenced the success of conventional
breeding approaches in banana improvement. Thus, banana
breeding programs are currently focused on the introgression
of diverse traits that range from disease resistance/tolerance
to yield and fruit quality (Heslop-Harrison and Sch-
warzacher 2007). Molecular markers play an important role
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in genetic improvement of any crop by allowing the analysis
of genetic diversity, construction of genetic linkage maps,
developing QTLs for alleles linked with specific traits like
resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses, fruit quality,
pathenocarpy, etc.

Among the molecular markers, simple sequence repeats
(SSRs) is the best marker as they are co-dominant, multi-
allelic, and randomly dispersed throughout the genome
(Saha et al. 2003). The advent of next generation sequencing
facilitates the development of enormous SSR markers. As a
result of whole genome sequencing of A and B genomes,
34,871 and 30,599 SSRs respectively have been obtained
and their information is available in the Musa genome hub
network resources of CIRAD, France (www.cirad.fr). But
this Website does not provide direct information of the
presence of SSRs in coding or non-coding regions. For
developing candidate gene markers for specific traits, the
SSRs present in genic region will provide valuable resources
as they are functionally more informative than SSRs from
unexpressed genome regions (Gadaleta et al. 2009).
MathiThumilan et al. (2016) reported that although meager
polymorphism is observed in the genic regions, it has a
greater likelihood of identifying functional variability among
genotypes. SSRs in exons are subjected to additional
selective force as any mutation occurring in these SSR
regions may disrupt the three-dimensional structure of pro-
teins. Tabbasam et al. (2014) also reported that genic SSRs
are more powerful for determining the changes occurring as
a result of selection during domestication. Moreover, these
SSRs in coding region (genic SSRs) can directly influence
phenotype and also be in close proximity to genetic variation
in coding regions corresponding to the traits of interest.
Thus, the SSR markers derived from coding region are
important for developing candidate gene markers. Tran-
scriptome profiling through next generation sequencing is a
powerful tool for developing candidate gene markers as they
provide information on the expression pattern of SSR-con-
taining genes under specific physiological conditions.

Transcriptome sequencing of banana cultivars exposed to
stresses like drought, Mycosphaerella leaf spot and Nema-
tode (Pratylenchus coffeae) resulted in the identification of
thousands of genic SSRs from cultivars Calcutta 4, Grande
Naine (Passos et al. 2013), Manoranjitham, Karthobi-
umtham, Saba, Nendran, and Grand Naine (Backiyarani
et al. 2014). Although enormous amount of genic SSRs have
been developed in different banana cultivars, detection of
polymorphic SSR markers is of paramount importance to
enhance the efficiency of utilization of these genic SSR
markers for a broad range of applications such as genome
mapping, genetic diversity studies, finger printing and
developing trait-specific markers (Kadkhodaei et al. 2011).
Moreover, knowledge on genes responsible for a specific
trait will be more informative in developing trait-specific
markers. As the transcriptome data provides expression
pattern of genes under specific physiological conditions,
exploitation of the transcriptome data will be the best choice

to generate novel and informative molecular markers. Apart
from that, in silico fortification of transcriptome-derived
genic SSRs for their polymorphic status will be economical
for eliminating the monomorphic SSRs.These factors
necessitate a need for development of a database inclusive of
all above information.

With this background, the present paper reports a user-
friendly Web-based resource of MusatransSSRDB having
the information on transcriptome-derived SSRs, such as
primer details, putative functions of SSR-containing tran-
scripts, their expression profiling under different physio-
logical conditions, their metabolic pathways, polymorphic
SSRs among various cultivars, polymorphic SSRs among
contrasting genotypes for various biotic and abiotic stresses
along with their expression profiles.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Transcriptome analysis

Banana suckers of P. coffeae-resistant (cv. Karthobiumtham)
and -susceptible (cv. Nendran) cultivars were planted in pots
containing sterilized potting mixture. Pure P. coffeae popu-
lation obtained through carrot culture was used for chal-
lenging 3 month old plants of these cultivars at 2300
nematodes per plant. The root samples were collected from
each cultivar before (0) at different intervals and after the
inoculation of nematode (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 days) (Kaliyappan
et al. 2016). Similarly, 2 month old, secondary hardened M.
eumusae-resistant (cv. Manoranjitham) and -susceptible (cv.
Grand Naine) cultivars, which were maintained under con-
trol conditions with 95% relative humidity and 22�C, were
challenged with fungal spores of 108/mL dilution by
spraying on both surfaces of leaves. The leaf samples were
collected before inoculation (0 h) and after inoculation at
different time intervals from 6 to 260 h (Uma et al. 2016).
Suckers of drought tolerant (cv. Saba) and susceptible (cv.
Grand Naine) cultivars were pot cultured based on our
preliminary phenotyping studies (Ravi et al. 2013). One set
of 2 month old plants were subjected to progressive soil
moisture deficit stress by withholding water for 24 days
continuously and the other set of plants were maintained
under normal irrigation schedule. The leaf samples were
collected on alternate days up to 24 days from drought
imposed and irrigated plants (Muthusamy et al. 2016).

The leaf/root samples of resistant/tolerant and susceptible
cultivars collected from various biotic and abiotic stress
challenged and unchallenged plants were frozen with liquid
nitrogen and stored at -70�C. Total RNA was extracted
independently from 2 g of each leaf/root sample collected
from challenged and unchallenged plants of resistant and
susceptible cultivars using an Agilent Plant RNA isolation
mini-kit (Agilent Technologies, Inc., USA). RNA integrity
was checked using Agilent’s Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent
Technologies, Inc., USA). For the cDNA library
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construction, the pure RNA of challenged and unchallenged
samples of each stress has been pooled independently.
Thereby, 12 cDNA libraries, with four libraries for each
stress, was constructed and sequenced using Illumina Hise-
q2000 (Genotypic Technology, Pvt. Ltd., India). The Illu-
mina Hiseq2000 reads were submitted in the NCBI-SRA as
accession number SRP087441 (water deficit stress) and
SRP071591 (Nematode). RNA-Seq reads were mapped with
the reference AA genome (M. acuminata ssp. malaccensis)
with TopHat2 (v2.0.4); the transcripts were assembled and
their relative abundances were calculated using Cufflinks
(v2.0.1). Digital gene expression was calculated by cuffdiff
(v2.0.1).

2.2 Data

The information on these 12 transcriptome datasets along
with their expression details of contrasting cultivars (resis-
tant and susceptible) for various biotic (eumusae leaf spot, P.
coffeae stress) and abiotic (drought) stresses under both
challenged and unchallenged conditions were used for this
study. Differential gene expression (DGE) for all samples
was calculated using the ratio of challenged, unchallenged
resistant and susceptible FPKM values for every gene
(Banana reference). Reference-based DGE analysis was
carried out with banana transcriptome gene transfer infor-
mation downloaded from the ensemble. The assembled

transcripts of 12 transcriptome data sets were analysed with
MISA perl program (Thiel et al. 2003) for detection of SSRs
independently (figure 1).

The SSR containing transcripts (SCTs) were subjected to
primer designing using BatchPrimer3 v1.0 software. They
were also subjected to BLAST (https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/Blast.cgi) and KEGG (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
pathway.html) analysis to predict the function of transcripts
and their pathways respectively. The polymorphic SSRs
between contrasting genotypes for each stress and among the
cultivars were identified based on the variation in the SSR
motifs and their length.

2.3 Database implementation

The data on transcriptome derived SSRs are stored in a
MySQL database running on an Apache server in a Linux
operating system. This data is stored in three modules,
namely, cultivars, stresses and polymorphism. Each SSR is
represented with a unique identifier called SSR_ID. The
architecture of database is shown in figure 2. The details of
the modules are as follows.

1. The cultivar module consists of a menu bar with
five cultivars (Manoranjitham, GrandNaine, Kartho-
biumtham, Nendran and Saba) and each cultivar
menu has a dropdown navigation with SSR types

Figure 1. Overall number of SSRs and SSR types in contrasting cultivars.
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(Dimer, Trimer, Tetramer, Pentamer and Hexamer).
Each SSR type displays a table with details on SSR
ID, Cuff ID, Gene ID, SSR Type, protein name,
product size, forward primer sequence (FWP), FWP
melting temperature (FWP TM), reverse primer
sequence(RVP), RVP melting temperature (RVP
TM) and metabolic pathways. Sequences of SSR
containing transcripts, their respective genome
sequences (A genome) and pathway diagrams have
also been provided.

2. The stress module consists of a menu bar with three
stresses (eumusae leaf spot, nematode P. coffeae and
moisture deficit stress) and each stress menu contains
two dropdown menus: one for the contrasting cultivars
for the respective stress and other for SSR types. The
details are displayed in a table form as given in the
cultivar module. Apart from this, the module has a
unique feature – expression profile of each SCT for the
respective stress.

3. The third module consists of in silico polymorphic
SSRs details between the contrasting cultivars for each
stress and among the five cultivars.

4. Beneath the table, details of expression profile of SCTs
for the contrasting cultivars is also made available.

2.4 Database interface

The database interface is implemented using PHP, HTML
and Java (figure 3). The Web interface allows anyone to
access data using any Web browser.

3. Results and discussion

An average of 34.72 millions of Musa reads, which were
obtained through Illumina Hiseq of twelve cDNA libraries,
were assembled into *47,629 contigs. Altogether 32,800
SSRs were identified and ~5,466 SSRs were identified from
each library. All SSRs that have been classified into simple
and compound SSRs based on complexity of the motif
(Doddamani et al. 2014) and 4.72% of compound SSRs are
found in total SSRs. Among the 32,800 SSRs, cv. Kartho-
biumtham contained more number of SCTs (5,816, 18%)
followed by cv. Saba (5716, 17%) and cv. Nendran (5,692,
17%). Interestingly it was observed that resistant cultivars
are having more SCT than their respective susceptible cul-
tivar, irrespective of the stress (table 1). Frequency distri-
bution and other information are provided for the different
patterns of SSR types (table 2). It was found that dimer SSR

Figure 2. MusatransSSR Database architecture.
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type was the most abundant (39.66%) followed by trimer
(34.53%) compared to other types. Of these, we could
design primers only for 73% of SCTs. This might be due to
the smaller size of ESTs with SSR regions or the presence of
SSR motifs towards the end of sequences (Backiyarani et al.
2015) (supplementary table 1).

Along with primer details of SSRs, putative function
and metabolic pathways of SCTs; their expression profiles
under specific stress have also been used to develop
MusatransSSR database. This database consists of three
modules such as (1) cultivar, (2) stress and (3) polymor-
phism. The cultivar and stress modules are having

navigation menus for SSR types (dimer, trimer, tetramer,
pentamer and hexamer) and they can be used to retrieve
details of SSRs (SSR ID, Cuff ID, Gene ID, SSR Type,
Protein Name, Product size, FW primer, FWP TM, RV
primer, RVP TM and Metabolic Pathways) and the cor-
responding Cuff ID and Gene ID sequences can be viewed
in the FASTA format while mouse over. The expression
profile of SCTs can also be viewed by a link provided
below this table. Using this link, we can view the gene ID,
FPKM, log fold change, fold change and pattern of reg-
ulation of SCTs in resistant and susceptible cultivars for
the respective stresses. A link has also been created to
retrieve all the information on SCTs which are involved in
specific metabolic pathway.

Figure 3. MusatransSSR Database Web interface.

Table 1. Number of SCTs in each cultivar

Stress Variety
Number
of SCTs

Number of SCTs
containing
in silico

polymorphic
SSRs

M. eumusae
stress

cv. Manoranjitham 5231 130
cv. Grand Naine 5092

P. coffeae
stress

cv. Karthobiumtham 5817 313
cv. Nendran 5691

Moisture
deficit stress

cv. Saba 5715 96
cv. Grand Naine 5254

Table 2. Number of differentially expressed SSR-containing
transcripts of resistant and susceptible cultivars under different
stress conditions

Different conditions Regulations Resistant Susceptible

Mycosphaerella
eumusae stress

Up 1404 1496
Down 1724 2235

Pratylenchus
coffeae stress

Up 1278 1513
Down 1641 1503

Moisture deficit
stress

Up 838 1366
Down 915 1130
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3.1 Differential gene expression profile of SCTs

DGEs of SCTs of resistant and susceptible cultivars, which
were expressed during challenged and unchallenged condi-
tions of various stresses, will lead to develop genic SSR
markers resistance to the respective stresses (Mycosphaerella
eumusae stress, Pratylenchus coffeae stress and moisture
deficit stress). Thus a link has been created and displayed in
each SSR types of resistant and susceptible cultivars to know
the expression pattern of SCTs under challenged and
unchallenged conditions for their respective stress. This
resulted in identification of 17043 differentially expressed
SCTs, which is nearly 51% of the total SCTs, in both the
contrasting cultivars for three types of stresses (table 2).

3.2 Gene ontology classifications

Gene ontology based functional annotation of SCTs, which
were obtained from Mycosphaerella eumusae stress, Praty-
lenchus coffeae stress and moisture deficit stress response
libraries, was performed by describing their role either in
biological process or molecular function or in cellular
component. When compared with the GO terms of SCTs of
various stresses in resistant and susceptible cultivars, the
SCTs of both Mycosphaerella eumusae stress-resistant and -
susceptible cultivars recorded higher GO terms (42760,
16933) followed by P. coffeae-susceptible cultivar (16817)
and moisture deficit stress-sensitive cultivar (15799). WEGO
(Web Gene Ontology Annotation Plot) analyses of GO terms
for all the three stresses are provided in figure 4. Under the
molecular function category, the most of the SCTs of all the
three resistant cultivars were grouped under the functions
like DNA-binding transcription factor activity, metal ion
binding and protein serine/threonine kinase activity. Simi-
larly, under the biological process category, irrespective of
the stresses, the most of the SCTs of resistant cultivars were
grouped under the functions like regulation of transcription
and defense response. Correspondingly, most of the SCTs of
resistant cultivars for each stress were grouped under the

functions like nucleus, integral component of membrane and
plasma membrane of cellular component category.

3.3 KEGG pathway mapping

All the SCTs (32,800) of three stresses were analysed through
KEGG database and found that only 2328, 2239 and 2078
SCTs of both resistant and susceptible cultivars of M.
eumusae stress, moisture deficit stress and P. coffeae stress
respectively were mapped (supplementary table 2). It was
observed that maximum number of pathways was obtained
for the resistant cultivars of P. coffeae and M. eumusae
stresses when compared to that of respective susceptible
cultivars. In contrast, with respect to moisture deficit stress,
maximum number of pathways was mapped only in suscep-
tible cultivar. Interestingly it was noted that irrespective of the
cultivars maximum number of SCTs were mapped in protein
modification, protein ubiquitination and lipid metabolism
pathways. With specific to resistance related pathways it was
noticed that maximum number of SCTs of resistant cultivars
of all the stresses were involved under phenylpropanoid
biosynthesis, secondary metabolite biosynthesis, oxylipin
biosynthesis, pectin biosynthesis, brassinosteroid biosynthe-
sis and phenylpropanoid metabolism pathways when com-
pared with that of respective susceptible cultivars. In
MusatransSSRDB, all the mapped pathways were linked with
the relevant SCTs in the last column of the table of each SSR
type pertaining to each cultivar.

3.4 Information on in silico polymorphic SSRs

The variation for the number of repeats of SSR type in the
SCTs present in the same locus has been considered as in
silico polymorphism. Based on that, 539 in silico polymor-
phic SSRs have been identified between the contrasting
cultivars for each stress and 3674 in silico polymorphic
SSRs have been identified among the five cultivars in vari-
ous combinations. It was observed that the number of in
silico polymorphic SSRs showed decreasing trend with the
increasing in number of cultivars (table 3). Based on this
information the in silico polymorphic module has been
incorporated in the database which consists of two main
menus, namely, between the contrasting cultivars for each
stress and among the cultivars. The menu between the
contrasting cultivars has three submenus; two biotic stresses,
namely, M. eumusae and P. coffeae and abiotic stress i.e.
moisture deficit stress. From these submenus, in silico
polymorphism details can be retrieved for each stress. Along
with the polymorphic SSRs, one can also retrieve expression
profiles for the respective resistant and susceptible cultivars
of each stress.

Among the cultivars, in silico polymorphism is further
classified into complimentary (Comp), reverse complimen-
tary (RC) and changes in number of base pairs (Bp. No). To

Table 3. Number of in silico polymorphic SCTs among the cul-
tivars in all possible combinations

Number of cultivars Number of SCTs

2 1270
3 1175
4 1066
5 163

bFigure 4. Gene ontology classification of assembled SCTs of
resistant and susceptible cultivars under challenged and unchal-
lenged conditions: (A) Mycosphaerella eumusae. (B) Pratylenchus
coffeae. (C) moisture deficit. The results are summarized into three
main categories: biological processes, cellular components and
molecular functions.
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confirm the in silico polymorphic SSRs, 112 SSRs
were validated against 10 eumusae-resistant cultivars and 10
eumusae-susceptible cultivars, and it was found that all
primers produced polymorphic bands (figure 5).

3.5 Advanced tools

Musa Transcriptome SSR database (MusatransSSRDB) is
updated with the advance bioinformatics tools like MUSA-
BLAST and MUSASAT to find the annotation and presence
of SSR for the given query sequences. Apart from that, links
are also provided to for online bioinformatics tools like
BATCHPRIMER3 and KEGG. MUSABLAST is a cus-
tomized graphical user interface tool for BLAST analysis
against SSR containing sequences of Musa transcriptome.

MUSASAT is a microsatellite identification tool which was
developed using PHP language to identify SSR region in the
query sequences. By navigating the links of BATCHPRI-
MER3 and KEGG, primers and pathways can be analysed
for query sequences.

This database also consists of search tools for all cate-
gorical searches using CUFF ID, Genome ID, SSR type,
Protein Name, Forward, Reverse Primer and Pathways.
Search results can be retrieved for above-mentioned cate-
gories by typing in the search box (figure 6). These
advanced search tool will provide the Banana SSR profiles
for the scientific community, working in the field of marker
development in Musa or related genera.

3.6 Utility of MusatransSSRDB

This database has a unique feature like information on
polymorphic SSRs (for repeat length and motif region) across
the five banana cultivars belonging to various genomic status
(AAA, AAB and ABB) and between the contrasting geno-
types for biotic and abiotic stresses. The primer details on in
silico polymorphic SSRs would enhance the efficiency of
marker development by avoiding the monomorphic SSRs
and will be economical. This information will be more useful
to the wider sections like gene bank curators for finger
printing and molecular characterization of banana germ-
plasm; for molecular breeder for developing candidate
markers for specific traits as well as conventional breeder for
the selection of diverse parents for their breeding program.

Figure 6. Advanced tools of MusatransSSRDB.

Figure 5. Validation of in silico-derived SSRs.
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Li et al. (2013) reported that variation in SSR region
within genes could be very critical for normal gene
activity. That is repetition motif expansion or contraction
could directly affect the corresponding gene expression
and even cause phenotypic changes. Thus, along with the
polymorphic SSR details on contrasting genotypes for a
specific stress, the information on the expression pattern
under both challenged and unchallenged conditions of the
contrasting genotypes for the respective biotic/abiotic
stress has also been provided. This will facilitate the
banana breeder to select the SSR primers based on the
information on differentially expressed SCTs under
specific stress for hastening the process of marker devel-
opment for various stresses like M. eumuase, P. coffeae
and soil moisture deficit stress.

As this database has information on gene ontology, anno-
tation and pathway information for the SCTs along with
polymorphic SSR details across five banana cultivars, it will
facilitate the banana breeder to develop trait-specific markers.
Moreover, if the breeder knows the metabolic pathways
responsible for a specific trait, one can retrieve the information
on SSRs of SCTs involved in the required metabolic pathway.
Thus, it will hasten the process of developing candidate gene
markers. Our earlier findings evidenced that transcript-derived
SSRs are having high transferability across the genera of the
order Zingiberales (Backiyarani et al. 2012), and thus, this
database can assist the process of comparative analysis with
other members of the family Zingiberaceae.

3.7 Availability and requirements

MusatransSSRDB is freely available online and can be acces-
sible at http://bioinfnrcb.byethost7.com/nrcbbio/. It works well
with the CSS3-enabled browsers like Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome and Internet Explorer (9.0 or above).

3.8 Future development

Future development will focus on the addition of informa-
tion on new SSRs data, which will be obtained from tran-
scripts of various banana cultivars available in the public
domain and improving the database by incorporating chro-
mosome-wise SSR details, etc.

4. Conclusions

This database will assist the banana scientific community for
selecting SSR primers from the genes involved in desirable
metabolic pathways depending on their objective and will
hasten the process of trait-specific marker development in
banana, along with routine application of SSR markers. The
in silico polymorphic details will also be useful to avoid the
usage of primers producing monomorphic primers.
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